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Abstract. I t is shown that scattering amplitudes have analytic properties as
functions of momentum transfer not only for physical, but also for complex energies.
This follows from local relativistic field theory for all reactions for which an ordinary
dispersion relation can be proved.
It is further shown that such amplitudes are boundary values of analytic
functions of the two variables energy and momentum transfer. A domain of holomorphy — which is however not best possible — is given explicitly. I t follows then
that partial waves can be analytically continued to complex energies.
§ 1. Introduction
As is well known, analytic properties of scattering amplitudes as
functions of energy or momentum transfer can be deduced from local
relativistic field theory provided that certain mass-spectrum conditions
are satisfied. H E P P [1] has given a complete mathematical derivation
of these properties. Much less is known in this framework about analyticity in both variables simultaneously. MANDELSTAM [2] obtained a first
result of this type. His method is applicable only in cases where ordinary
dispersion relations can be derived for all three channels of a reaction.
This includes π — π and π — K scattering [3] but not π — N scattering.
More recently, BROS, EPSTEIN and GLASER [4], [5] proved that for a
general two-particle reaction (excluding zero-mass particles) the amplitude is the boundary value of an analytic function of two variables which
is holomorphic in a complex neighborhood of all physical points and the
different channels are related by crossing-symmetry.
In the following we determine explicitly a complex domain in which
the analytically continued amplitude is holomorphic in both variables for
any scattering process for which an ordinary (energy) dispersion relation
follows from field theory. We show further that this implies some analytic
structure of the physical partial waves. These results are obtained by
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combining known one-variable properties of the amplitude without
leaving the mass-shell.
We consider the fact interesting that the known one-variable properties on the mass-shell — dispersion relation in energy and analyticity
in momentum transfer ellipses — are not saturated but lead necessarily
to further properties of the scattering amplitude. The problem of displaying these further properties is only partially solved in this paper. The
domain of holomorphy that we obtain explicitly is for this reason far
from being best possible. It is therefore not surprising that — if one
specializes to the π — π system and compares our results with those of
MANDELSTAM [2], who used a very different but also incomplete method
— neither result contains the other [6].
§ 2. Analyticity in energy and momentum transfer
Consider an elastic scattering process of scalar particles with masses
m and μ. Let
s = s1 + is2i

ί = ί1 + ίί 2 ,

u = 2m2 + 2μ2 - s - t

(1)

be the usual Mandelstam variables such that s and — t correspond to
the squares of c m . energy and momentum transfer. We restrict ourselves
to processes with a mass spectrum such that the following properties of
the scattering amplitude T(sv t±) can be derived from field theory:
(A) A dispersion relation holds for fixed tQ<t = t1^ 0; i.e. the
physical amplitude T (sv t±) is the boundary value of an analytic function
(2)

t)

i 1

holomorphic in the s-plane except for poles related to stable particles and
cuts along
2

s = sλ ^ (m + μ)

and

2

s = sx ^ (m - μ) — tλ .

(3)

We assume for simplicity \tQ\ < 4 μ m which is true for π — N scattering.
Also, we substract the pole terms and denote by T the pole-free amplitude.
2

(B) For fixed s = s1 > (m + μ) the physical amplitude has an analytic continuation T(sv t) in t into the ellipse
with

, (mj —

+

(5)

β 2 ^ ) is the square of c m . momentum and mv m 2 are given for each
process [7]; e.g. m1 = 3 μ, ra2 = m + μ for π — N scattering.
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Further properties of the functions appearing in (A) and (B) follow
from the proof of these relations [1]. The following properties are sufficient for our purpose:
(C) The analytic function T(s, y is continuous in (s, y and bounded
by a polynomial in s for s -> oo. The boundary values T (sv tλ) are tempered
distributions in s± and continuous in tv Also, T(sv t) is a tempered
distribution in s1 for t ξ:E(s1).
We show that from (A), (B) and (C) a holomorphy domain in both
variables follows. Actually we prove first that the ί-analyticity expressed
in (B) can be extended from physical s-values to the cut complex s-plane
such that for any fixed s, T (s, tx) is in fact analytic in t in a domain
which includes the interval t0 < t = tx ^ 0. The domain which we obtain
by our method is not best possible. Our result follows already if we
replace (B) by the weaker statement:
(Bα) For fixed $ = sx > slκ > (m + μ}2 the physical amplitude has
an analytic continuation T (sv t) into t £Ea (sj which is the largest
ellipse with foci at t = 0 and t = octo{O < oc < 1) which can be inscribed
into ^ K ) . Explicitly:
^«(*i) = {1*1 + I* - octo\ < oc\to\ αβ(βl)}

with

a+l)-l

for

•^r(α-l)+l

for

i

Ί

(6)

<—rΓΓ< 1

The ellipses E^^) are easier to handle since their foci are independent
of s± and lie in the ^-interval for which the dispersion relation (A) holds.
We prove now the following
Theorem: For any s in the complex s-plane with cuts along
2

2

s = sx ^ (m -f μ)

and s = Sj <: (m — μ) — otto ,

(8)

T (5, ίx) has an analytic continuation T (s, t) which is holomorphic in t
(9)

E«(s) = {\t\ + \t - octo\ < oc\to\ a«(s)}
where
1
and
7?

ί

X

I

l

Γ

/

,

X271 Γ

/

X2

,

,

-r1

jftα(s) = exp j-r^- [5 — (m + μ)z]~2 [s — (rn — μ)2 + α ί o ] γ X
[

χ

Γ
siα

26*

1 (11)
d8ί\0R\BΛ(8ί)\
2 2

[s[ — (m + A*) ]

[^ί — (m — μ)2 + (

1
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T(s, t) is an analytic function of the two complex variables s, t which is
holomorphic in 0 = U Gx with
^

o<α<i

Gx = {(5, t)\8$8x^(m

α

+ μ)2; sis^im-μ)*-

octo; t ζ # α (s)}

(12)

Remark: log\RΛ(s)\ is the harmonic function in the cut s-plane with
boundary values
W + f^K) ~ ^ 2 )

f 0 Γ

S

i > Si«

The minimum principle for harmonic functions implies |22α(s)| > 1
everywhere in the cut s-plane, so that the domain of ί-holomorphy is
non-empty for all s not on the left-hand cut.
We first prove this theorem under the assumption that T (sv tx) is a
continuous function of sv tv The case of distributions can then be treated
by a suitable regularization.
a) Continuous boundary values
Let
(14)
be the Legendre coefficients of the analytic function T (s, tx) referred to
in (A). With our continuity assumption, cn(s) is an analytic function in
the whole s-plane, except for the cuts (8), with continuous boundary
values, bounded by a polynomial and by
\cn(s)\<

Max

|T(Mi)|

(15)

We conclude from (J3α) — using a standard theorem on Legendre series
which represent functions analytic in ellipses,

for any
2

ρA*i) < |Λ«(*i)| = *«(*i) + [α|(*i) - I ] .

(17)

Combining (15) and (16) with the definition
ρx(s1) = 1

if

2

(m + μ) ^ ^ g slx

2

a n d sx < (m - μ) - octo

(18)

we have everywhere on the boundary the inequality

with c^) bounded by a polynomial of some degree M, since both
T(s, £α) and T(sv t) have a polynomial bound.
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To obtain functions bounded at infinity, we divide by a suitable
function and define the quantities
dn(s) =

fr

s — (m + μ)
1 2 —1
- ( m - ,ή2 + <xt0
1
2

β

h

8 — {m ~\~ μ )
s — ( m — μ ) 2 -j- α ί 0

X -

(20)

M

1

2

X
M

]τ + i

s — (m — μ)2Jr

-la ^ 0

octo}J

which have the same analytic properties and satisfy on the cuts
(21)
where d is independent of n and sv
We then introduce
en{s) = dn(s)rt{s)

(22)

where rα(«s) is the bounded function with boundary values
= ρα(^1) which is analytic and without zeros in the cut s-plane.
Explicitly
ra{s) - exp \-r^ [s - (m + μ)2]2

[s - (m - μ)2 + octo]2 X
(23)
s[

X
βiα

logQa(8[)
2

[s{ — (m + μ)*] 2 [s{ — (m — μ ) + α ί 0 ] 2

βn (θ) is a bounded analytic function which satisfies

K(β)|

Ξ£

ί

(24)

in the entire s-plane. This follows from the bound on the cuts by the
maximum principle.
Therefore
(25)
and consequently, for arbitrary 5,
X
-

X

1
Γ

g

_

(

m

L^-(m-/
26a

1

(26)
•-ty
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This formula exhibits an exponential decrease of |cn(ό)| as a function of
n which ensures the convergence of

()

(27)

for complex t ζEa(s).
We can then take the union of the ellipses Ex(s) over the interval
0 < α < 1.
Finally, we conclude from (26) and (27) that T(s, t) is an analytic
function of s and t since the series (27) converges uniformly in the domain
(τα given in the theorem.
b) Distributions
In general, the boundary values of T (s, t±) may be tempered distributions. We indicate how this case can be reduced to the case of continuous boundary values.
Define the regularized function
Tφ (*, h)) = fda[φ (βl - a[) T (si + ist, tj

(28)

where φ is infinitely differ en tiable and φ(ξ) = 0 for \ξ\ > ε. By standard
theorems, Tφ has for real s the desired continuity properties ([8], p. 82 if.).
On the other hand, it is easily checked that the properties (A) and
(Bα) hold for T with the following modifications:
(A)<p Tφ(s, t±) is analytic in the s-plane with cuts
s = s± ^ (m + μ)2 — ε

and

s = s± g (m — μ)2 — octo + ε .

(29)

(BΛ)φ Tφ(sv t) is analytic in t ζ E^^Sj), with
and

^«,.(*i) = {1*1 + I* - α*ol < α|ί o | »«,.(*)}
α«..(*i)=

Min

α β (βί).

(30)
(31)

Therefore the preceding argument applies to the coefficients
(32)

with the result that

IC-^T£SF

(33)

and that
Tφ{8, t)=£

n=0

(2* + 1) cn,φ(s) Pn (l - ~)
V

(34)

«*o /

is holomorphic in (^α>ε.
Furthermore
c»,φ(β) = / ds[ φ{sx - s[) cn(s{ -f is2) = (φ* cn) (s)

(35)
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satisfies the relation
X

X

Cn,φ(s) = Cn,φΛ* ~ )*> ψx(£) = ψ(£ + )
For suitable x and support of ψ this leads to

(

36

)

Tφ(a,t)=Tφχ(8-x9t).

(37)

Tφ(s,t)=TφJis2,t).

(38)

In particular, we have
The distribution
Tφ(ψ) = f ds1 ds2 dtx dt2ψ(sv
= / dsx ds2 dtx dt2ψ(8l9

s2, tv t2) Tφ(s, t)
s2, tl912) Tψ8i(iβ2, t)

is of the form
(40)

Tφ(ψ)= V(φ*φ)

with

(φ*ψ) K, *2> h> h) = fdξφ(81-

ξ) ψ{- ξ, s2, tv t2) ,

(41)

where V(ψ) is the distribution related to Tφ(is2, t) by the nuclear
theorem.
Let {φv(ξ)} be a sequence which approaches δ{ξ). Then for all ψ Λvith
suitable support
Tφv(ψ)=V(φv*-φ)->V(ip)
(42)
and, since Tψv(s,t) is a convergent sequence of holomorphic functions
for all test functions, it converges to a holomorphic function T(s, t).
Therefore we have
V{ψ) = T(ψ) = f ds1 ds2 dtx dt2 ψ{sv s2, tv t2) T(s, t) .
(43)
We obtain in this way the result that the scattering amplitude has an
analytic continuation T(s, t) which is holomorphic in the domain G
given in the theorem, also for distribution boundary values.
§ 3. Partial waves
The analytic properties of the amplitude as a function of two complex variables make it possible to analytically continue the physical
partial waves to complex energies. We discuss this briefly. Define partial
waves by

(β)

( i)

(44)

These are physical quantities for s = s1 ^ (m -f μ)2.
For complex s we keep the relation

g

W

- t—(» +

rtη[—o.-*rc

(45)

and integrate along a straight line in the ί-plane. The partial waves tt(s)
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can be continued from physical values of s to complex values which are
determined by the condition that the whole path of the ^-integration in
(44) lies in the domain of holomorphy 0 of T(s, t). I t is easily checked
that this is the case if the endpoint obeys the relation
f=-4*»(«K

U
0 < α< 1

EΛ{8).

For a fixed value of α this condition, according to (9), is equivalent to
2

41**(«)| + |4& (*) + octQ\ < a\to\ ax(s) .
(46)
This determines a finite domain in s-space, whose exact shape is not
easily calculable. For physical s-values (46) gives — after taking the
union over α — the interval

°<»M<W^Uf

(47)

where the partial waves are boundary values of analytic functions
whose domain of holomorphy consists of the points which satisfy (46),
are not on the s-cuts and are connected with the interval (47).
§ 4. Crossing symmetry and further problems
We pointed out already that our treatment is incomplete in several
respects. One property which we did not make use of so far is s, u
crossing symmetry as expressed by T(s, t±) = T(u, ίx). This can be taken
into account by applying the procedure used in § 2 to T(u, t), which is
holomorphic in the cut ^-plane if t0 < t = tx < 0 and holomorphic in
t ζ 2£(%) if u = ux > (m + μ)2. Therefore, by substituting u for s in all
relations, we obtain a new domain G' of holomorphy of T(s91) if we
replace s by u = 2m 2 -j- 2μ2 — s — t in eq. (12). T(s, t) is then holomorphic in the union of G and G'.
Other shortcomings of our method are not so easily overcome. A
severe limitation is of course the replacement of the ellipses E(s±j by
Ea (sj). This is a drastic step for large values of 5X and has the consequence
that we cannot show — as BROS, EPSTEIN and GLASER did by other
methods — that the physical amplitude is at all points a boundary
value of an analytic function of s and t.
A further problem — which has been partially treated by POHLMEYER [6] — is to take into account the fact that the imaginary part
of the amplitude has a larger domain of analyticity in momentum
transfer. This should lead to an essential improvement, particularly for
low energies.
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